
Marketing management final exam topics 
 
 
SEGMENTATION- CHPATER 9 , TARGETTING, POSITIONING – CHAPTER 10  
 

1. STP: segmentation, targeting and positioning.  
2. Providing value 
3. Communicating value  

 
Segmentation: every market has underlying segments you can target 
Targeting: which segment you chose to target, which segment you believe you can satisfy. 
Positioning: within every segment you hold a position in a customers mind. Position in the 
market. Ford is positioned low in the small economic car market as opposed to mini cooper.  
 
Target marketing 

1. Identify and profile group of buyers (segmentation) 
2. Select 1 or more segments to enter (targeting) 
3. for each segment establish, communicate and deliver right benefits (positioning) 

 
What is marketing? 

- Identifying and meeting human and social needs.  
- Meeting needs profitably  

Value proposition: a set of benefits to satisfy needs.  
 

 
Segmentation  

- Geographic 
Nations, state, region.  
More and more marketing down to a certain zip code.  
Broad!! 

- Demographic 
Age, family size, family life cycle, gender, income, occupation, education, religion. 
Race, generation, nationality, social class 
Easy to measure!  
Broad!! People can have same income but totally different spending.  

 Both necessary but not sufficient conditions.  
Having sufficient income or an accessible area 

-  Psychographic 
A I O – attitudes, Interests, Opinions Most important!!   
Attitudes: what matters most to them – I don’t like spending extravagantly vs. I want 
the best things in life. 
Interests: e.g. bookis, outdoors.  
Opinions: differ greatly! I don’t buy any products that harm animals. I don’t buy 
from sweatshops 

- Behavioural  
Knowledge, attitude towards, use of or response to product! 
Benefits sought! Key behavioural variable! 



 
-  they give us the detail we need to be able to create a clear customer profile for 
each segment 

 
Also there are 2 approaches to segmentation:  

1. Cluster based – uses actual customer data on the 4 bases to identify similar 
groups of people  segments, using statistical techniques such as Cluster Analysis 
and Multidimensional Scaling -- Cluster: A LOT of data on a lot of people. Then uses 
programs to seek out people that are similar on the base of: geographic, 
demographic, psychographic and behavioral segmentation 
2. A priori - Look at profiles of current customers and look for commonalities 
 

Business segmentation  
- Firmographic / demographic 

Industry, company size, location  
- Operating variables 

Technology -, user or non-user, customer capabilities – need lots of services or not.  
- Purchasing approach 

Purchasing function organization, power structure, nature of existing relationship, 
general purchasing policy – companies that prefer leasing, services? – criteria, 
quality? Price? 

- Situational factors 
Urgency, specific application, size of order  

- Personal characteristics 
Buyer- seller similarity – attitude towards risk – loyalty 
 
Segmentation criteria 
Porters five forces! 

- Threat of rivalry  
- Threat of substitutes  
- Threat of supplier bargaining power 
- Threat of buyer bargaining power – Coles /woollies and milk supplier 
- Threat of new entrants– most attractive hen entry is hard/expensive 

 
Evaluating market segments 

- Segments attractiveness 
- Company’s objectives and resources 

 
 
Full market coverage: only very large firms can do this.  Appropriate when most customers 
have roughly the same preferences.  
Mass marketing- lowest cost and largest market BUT splintering of market and increase of 
marketing channels make it difficult and expensive to reach mass audience. 
Multiple segment specialization: subset of possible segments. Not necessarily synergy 
between segments but each are promising. Product specialization: one product multiple 
segments. Market specialization: one market many products.  



Single segment concentration: one segment. E.g. Porsche, sports car enthusiast. 
Concentrated marketing- deep knowledge and market leader. Niche: more narrowly 
defines, seeking distinctive set of benefits within a segment.  
Individual marketing: one. Mass customization. Big investment in information collection!  
 
Market targeting  
Needs-based segmentation.  
See table!  
 
Porter three generic strategeis 
– overall cost leaders (competitors cant beat you on price so wont join market or will leave 
market. – bulk sales at low margin) 
  - differentiation (you are different in quality, style, price  
- focus: one or more narrow market segment  get to know them intimately and then pursue 
either cost leadership or differentiation 
 
 
Positioning: designing the company’s offering to occupy a distinctive place in the mind of 
the target market.  
Everyone in the organization should understand the brands positioning and use it as a 
context for making decisions.   
 
WE as an organization put together 4ps to try and create postioning in the market 
BUT in the end the market will asses those and determine our positioning  
 
 
4 p’s different for each market segment.  

– Product (e.g., what quality or features shall we offer?) 
– Price  (e.g., what price should we charge―low, medium, or high?) 
– Place (e.g., how will we distribute? All possible outlets, or just a selected 

few?) 
– Promotion (e.g., how and where will we advertise? What messages will we 

send? 
 
One foot in the present and one foot in the future. It shouldn’t work if you interchange 
brand.  
Positioning -> customer focused value proposition – cogent reason why the market should 
buy a product or service. 
Value proposition:  captures the way a product or service’s key benefits provide value to 
customers by satisfying their needs.  
 

1. Choose a frame of reference by identifying target market and competitors 
2. Identify points-of-parity and points-of-difference 
3. Create brand mantra summarizing positioning and essence of the brand.  

 
 
 


